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Project overview
The Casey Key Beach Preservation Project (the
Project) was launched in March 2020 by resolution of
the Casey Key Association (CKA) Board. The purpose
of the Project is to develop a comprehensive view of the
condition of Casey Key’s Gulf Coast shoreline and
beaches – in their entirety – and to map out a plan to
stabilize, preserve, protect and enhance them for future
generations.
A Working Group of Key residents was appointed to
carry out the Project’s objectives and make
recommendations to the CKA Board. For more detailed
information on the Project, please visit CK BEACH
PRESERVATION PROJECT.
Early April 2020, the Working Group put in motion a 3
Phased Program (the Program) to formulate an
objective, fact-based health assessment of Casey Key’s
Gulf Coast shoreline:
• Phase 1: Problem Definition and Feasibility Studies,
• Phase 2: Design and Permitting, and
• Phase 3: Implementation
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Trends of shoreline change
Phase I Problem Definition and Feasibility Studies The Program being conducted by Humiston & Moore
Engineers (H&M), retained by the CKA Board for this purpose, is designed to identify and evaluate viable and high
impact solutions that could be applied to identified current conditions and anticipated future threats to Casey Key’s
Gulf Coast health and viability. On July 30th H&M Engineering presented its preliminary Phase 1 findings regarding
the first objective of Phase 1; identify where mitigation strategies are needed. H&M reported that the Gulf Shore
Line can be defined by 4 Casey Key centric Shoreline Segments:
§

Venice Jetty Impoundment: Venice Inlet to 1121 Casey Key Rd, Nokomis (Approx.)

§

Mid-Casey Key: 1121 Casey Key Rd, Nokomis to 2209 Casey Key Rd, Nokomis (Approx.)

§

Blackburn Point: 2209 Casey Key Rd, Nokomis to 401 North Casey Key Rd, Osprey (Approx.)

§

North Casey Key: 401 North Casey Key Rd, Osprey to Mid-Night Pass, Osprey.
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Trends of shoreline change
H&M Assessed Casey Key’s Gulf Shoreline
Based on 5 Indicators of Beach Conditions

§

Active Beach Width (<50’)

§

Shoreline Rate of Recession (> 1 ft/yr)

§

Trends in Rate of Shoreline Change
(over 35 years)

§

Shoreline vs Line of Construction
(<50’)

§

Exposed Armoring
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Trends of shoreline change
H&M also reported that the active beach
width is less than 50’ over a considerable
stretch of the shoreline. In some areas
there is no active beach. In these areas,
revetments have often prevented additional
erosion that would have occurred. When
revetments are exposed, they often result in
less sediment available to other areas of the
coastline, compounding erosion in those
areas. Erosion has become more common
throughout the Casey Key shoreline in
recent years.
DRAFT

Critical Areas

1. Active Beach Width
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Current situation
BASED ON REVIEW OF DATA AND HISTORY
Historically:
Comprehensive Regional Coastal Management and Shore Protection Plans and Programs have
been inadequate. Natural Historic Trends in the Rate of Shoreline Changes coupled by manmade
single one-off interventions through Shoreline Construction and Beach Nourishment Projects (e.g.
S. Siesta Key) and permitted Shoreline hardening (Seawalls/Revetments), have occurred without
adequate and comprehensive regional planning. As a result, each event has received little
consideration to past events or to the future long-term and cumulative effects and consequences.
In addition the interaction among them ranging from north of Midnight Pass, including its closure,
to the creation of the Venice Inlets to the south, coupled with the permitted rock revetments and
sea wall on Casey Key itself was not considered nor addressed until subsequent problems
occurred. As a result, the lack of adequate planning and an approach of “fix only when broken” has
led to a degraded beach system on the north end of the Key, limited or no sandy beach
throughout Blackburn Point, and a weak and deteriorating system through the Mid-Key area.
Currently:
The Lido Beach and Manasota beach nourishment projects, the Casey Key Road and associated
beach rock revetment repair project along with currently permitted and under discussion (e.g. sea
walls) projects by several private homeowners all lack assessments anticipating the subsequent
long-term cumulative effects and consequences of these projects on the immediate and long-term
overall health of the Casey Key Gulf Coast Shoreline.
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Critical areas of concern
Based on H&M’s understanding of our current entire Casey
Key Gulf Coast shoreline situation, how we got to this
position and what is now known as planned manmade
projects on the Siesta, Casey and Manasota Key Barrier
islands; H&M has defined 3 Critical Areas along the Casey Key
Gulf Coast Shoreline:
1. NORTH CASEY KEY
Approx. 401 – 1027 N. Casey Key Rd

2. BLACKBURN POINT
Approx. 2209 Casey Key Rd - 401 N. Casey Key Rd.

3. MID-CASEY KEY
Approx. 1121-2209 Casey Key Rd
The addresses above and areas drawn on the chart to the
right are approximate and illustrative. The areas above, below
and between these 3 identified areas remain under
investigation and analysis and the role these 3 areas will now
fulfill in completing the work of this Phase I effort is
explained on Page 9.
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Next steps
A recent article in the Sarasota Magazine reported that the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP):
§

“Expects sea levels around the state to rise by between 2 feet and 3 feet by 2060. Experts
say that will likely damage our shorelines and increase risk from floods and storm surge”; and
that

§ “Most of the county’s beaches are already eroding, according to the FDEP. Out of 35 miles of
shoreline 24.2 miles have been designated as “critically eroding,” and an additional 1.1 miles of
inlets as threatened.”
During H&M’s fact finding it reviewed the FDEP report referenced in the above article and observed that
the areas currently designated as “critically eroding” is based on 1984 data and that the Casey Key Gulf
Shore Line from Mid-Night Pass to approximately 2120 Casey Key Road is included in the 24.2 miles of
“critically eroding” beaches. Based on the facts known thus far H&M believes that should the same
criteria for critically eroding be applied today, the 3 areas of Critical Concern it has identified would
today also be designated as critically eroding and the balance of the Key would most likely be designated
as threatened and eroding.
Presupposing, H&M’s additional Phase 1 fact-finding and analysis further support this observation, it is
likely that H&M will recommend the CKA request the State to update its critically eroding beaches
designation to include the mid- Casey Key area.
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Next steps | continued
While H&M’s fact finding has shown great concern for the entirety of the Key it is focusing the remainder of
Phase I on these 3 Critical Concern areas because:
§

During the past 35+ years, interventions by the State, County and private citizens in areas north of
Casey Key (e.g., Turtle Beach nourishment, Midnight Pass closure, etc.) have affected Casey Key’s
beach ecosystem dramatically. In some cases, adding to sand accrual and decreasing it in others. It is
unlikely that anything done to address the current situations on Casey Key’s beaches north of the
Critical Areas will result in substantial improvement without first addressing the
circumstances within the 3 critical areas themselves.

§

While areas to the south have yet to experience the erosion levels that have occurred to the north,
leaving the 3 Critical Concern areas unattended will result in the same beach erosion in the south of
the Mid-Key area that the Mid-Key has suffered as a result of the inadequate long-term planning to its
north.

Hence a better understanding of what must and can be done to address the issues in these 3 Critical Concern
areas becomes the prerequisite to completing Phase I and the foundation for Phase II and III’s ability to define
what should and can be done regarding a comprehensive Casey Key Beach Ecosystem plan and program. Said in
a non-engineering manner, the strength, wellbeing and long-term viability of the entire Casey Key Gulf Coast
Shoreline’s“ chained links of beach topography” along the entire length of Casey Key is critically dependent
upon strengthening its current weakest links ----the H&M identified 3 Critical Concern Areas.
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Next steps | continued

This fact-based understanding of our situation, coupled with a recent $125,000 State Grant given to
Sarasota County “to research how sea level rise will affect the local shoreline and to develop a
plan to adapt to the changes” , presents a unique, and highly time sensitive opportunity for Casey Key
Residents to support and work with County and State professionals to collaboratively develop such a plan
for the long-term health of the Casey Key beach ecosystem for generations to come. To establish such a
collaboration and to proactively work and support staff, the Working Group, on behalf of the CKA, will
proactively reach out to County and State professional staff and offer to share the Project’s deliverables
and to assist and support the County staff with the execution of the Grant’s research as appropriate.
For the reasons and purpose as stated on the previous Page 9, H&M will now direct their focus and
attention on these 3 Critical areas in order to complete the final objective of Phase 1: Develop
incremental options to better manage the Casey Key Gulf Coast beach ecosystem.
The conclusions that H&M will reach regarding possible options at the completion of Phase 1 is presently
targeted for the end of October.
In early September, the Casey Key Association plans to hold an open Zoom call where the Working Group
and H&M’s lead engineers will answer questions and address concerns residents may have concerning the
Phase I findings to date as outlined in this update report.
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Reef Ball Foundation turtle nesting project
Lastly, H&M’s fact findings has been shared with the Reef Ball Foundation as preliminary information for the
Foundation to consider regarding the work-up they are simultaneously doing on their Casey Key Turtle Nesting
Preservation Project. By early September we expect to receive from the Foundation their preliminary thoughts
and illustrations as to where and how a living beach artificial barrier could add value to addressing the
shoreline conditions that H&M has now helped us to identify and understand.
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Timeline

September 1

Distribute the Casey Key Beach Preservation Phase 1
Progress Report to CKA Members and CK non member Residents

September 4

Review the Casey Key Beach Preservation Phase 1
Progress Report with Commissioner Maio

September 10 @ 10 am

CKA Zoom Presentation for CKA Members for the
Casey Key Beach Preservation Phase 1 Progress
Report

September 14 - 15

Distribute the Casey Key Beach Preservation Phase 1
Progress Report to : 1) All County Commissioners, 2)
The County Administrator, 3) Certain County Staff, 4)
Mote Marine and 5) CKA Counsel.

Week of September 15

Distribute the Casey Key Beach Preservation Phase 1
Progress report to the Barrier Island Group and other
key constituents

End October

Target date for completion of Humiston
Moore's Phase 1 Report to the CKA .
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